
          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

 

C1 - PRIX DE L'HIPPODROME DE PORTBAIL - 2725m (a1 11/16m) - 

Autostart - Class E - Harness - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. IMOKO HAUFOR - Returned this year in very good form winning his last two starts. Keeps the 
same shoeing arrangement and can pull off a hat-trick 

2. IDAHO PAULO - Remains barefoot. Fit and holding his form well so is likely to contest the 
finish once again 

3. ISIS PASSION - Moderate last run but did win earlier this year with this shoeing arrangement 
before and could be the surprise package of the race 

4. INTELLO BELLO - On a very long losing streak and he has been disqualified in two of last 
three starts. Others are preferred 

5. IGUANE DU BOCAGE - Fit and in good form. Loves this track and should be right there at the 
finish once again 

6. IMAGE DE RABET - Unreliable and has only put in one decent run this year. On a long losing 
streak and others are preferred 

7. IRVING HEROLD - Much improved last run when third over this distance. Could be returning to 
his best and has a place chance 

8. INDIA D'ECAJEUL - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak since only win but could play a 
minor role at best 

9. ISA TILLAYE - Disappointing form since winning at Cabourg in October 2022. Probably best 
watched until improvement is shown 

10. INCROYABLE TALENT - Seems to have lost his way completely with four moderate runs this 
year. Others are preferred 

11. ISAAK DE MARZY - Showed some improvement when sixth last time out but is unreliable 
and has not won for some time now 

12. ILDA DE BERTRANGE - Disappointing last run. Probably at best around this distance and 
could sneak a minor place 

Summary : IMOKO HAUFOR (1) is two from two this year and keeps the same shoeing 
arrangement so could pull off the treble. IGUANE DU BOCAGE (5) loves this course and is fit so 
could be the biggest threat. ISIS PASSION (3) has won with this current shoeing arrangement 
and is not out of it. IDAHO PAULO (2) is fit and in good form so clearly is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

IMOKO HAUFOR (1) - IGUANE DU BOCAGE (5) - ISIS PASSION (3) - IDAHO PAULO (2) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C2 - PRIX INTERMARCHE CARENTAN - 2725m (a1 11/16m) - Autostart - 

Class E - Harness - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. GEOFFREY D'AM - Remains barefoot but is coming off a last start disqualification and has 
been disappointing this year. Others are preferred 

2. HIPPOCRATE DU TRIO - Still in fine form and has pulled off a hat-trick of wins this year. 
Probably at very best over further but can win again 

3. FURIEUSE PURPLE - Remains barefoot. Showed improvement when runner-up at this track 
last time out. Clearly likes it around here and has a winning chance 

4. GALIE DE CELINIERE - Remains barefoot but is coming off a last start disqualification and 
has been disappointing this year. Capable of an upset though 

5. EDI JOSSELYN - Remains barefoot. Surprise winner in penultimate start and has struggled in 
other runs of this year. Best watched for now 

6. GAZETTA DE LOU - In fair for of late and did win in April. Has a winning chance in a 
competitive-looking race 

7. HAVANE DE L'ITON - Disappointing this year and is coming off a last start disqualification. 
Capable of much better but is best watched for now 

8. HOLD UP DES VENTES - Has hit a purple patch of form with four wins in a row. At very best 
in Mounted races but is not out of it 

9. EVAN PAULO - On a very long losing streak and has mostly been moderate this year 
including when seventh at this track last time out 

10. FAIRPLAY FOREVER - Really struggling of late and is coming off to disqualifications. Needs 
major improvement to win this race 

11. FALCO DU HAMEL - Regressed of late and is on a very long long losing streak. Others are 
much preferred this time 

12. GRANITA DE VIETTE - Disappointing last run when ninth at this course. Capable of doing 
better and has a place chance 

Summary : GALIE DE CELINIERE (4) has not been showing his best recently but is capable of 
winning this race. GAZETTA DE LOU (6) has been fair since a nice win April and would not be a 
surprise winner. HIPPOCRATE DU TRIO (2) will be doing his best work late and can add another 
win to his tally. HOLD UP DES VENTES (8) is at very best in Mounted races and has won his last 
four races so deserves the utmost respect. 

SELECTIONS 

GALIE DE CELINIERE (4) - GAZETTA DE LOU (6) - HIPPOCRATE DU TRIO (2) - HOLD UP 

DES VENTES (8) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C3 - PRIX DE L'HIPPODROME DE VALOGNES - 2725m (a1 11/16m) - 

Autostart - Class F - Harness - EUR € 17.500  

 
1. JASMIN DU NOYER - Remains barefoot. Much improved last run in a claimer. More needed to 
win but could earn some money 

2. JOS DU PILET - Disappointing last two runs but is capable of better and does have a place 
chance in this line-up 

3. JAROD MADRIK - Found his best form when a barefoot winner last time out. Remains 
barefoot and can follow up 

4. JASMIN DU ROCHER - In good form of late and was not disgraced when fourth last time out. 
Races unshod like when winning before 

5. JUDPOM DE L'AVRE - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last three runs and is probably best 
watched until improvement is shown 

6. JUDOKA - A bit of a disappointment since winning in April and needs to do more to win this 
race. Might place 

7. JASMIN DE FOUQUE - Has yet to win a race and is clearly unreliable but did run when 
runner-up in penultimate run and could play a minor role 

8. JALISCO - Last-start disqualification does not tell the full story. Has a winning chance in this 
line-up 

9. JOE TEJY - Clearly has yet to learn how to race as six disqualifications in nine starts in 2022. 
Likely to need this comeback run 

10. JET BLACK - Ignore the last-start disqualification. Fitter now and threatened to win a race in 
2022. Go close 

11. JOB KERVILOU - Showed some improvement when sixth last time out but has been 
disqualified three times in five starts so not one to trust 

12. JUST A LOOK - Fair fifth on debut but has regressed since then and needs major 
improvement to win this race 

13. JAD DES ELIES - Unreliable and has been disappointing in two starts this year but did show 
glimpses of ability last year. Can upset 

14. JAG D'URZY - Unreliable this year like last yeat. Good penultimate run when runner-up and 
is capable of an upset 

Summary : JASMIN DU ROCHER (4) is in good form and has won when unshod before so can 
pick up this race if at best. JET BLACK (10) threatened to win a race in 2022 so the last-start 
disqualification is best ignored and he could bounce back to score. JALISCO (8) was unlucky last 
time out so ignore his last start disqualification. JAROD MADRIK (3) was a barefoot winner last 
time out and can follow up. 

SELECTIONS 

JASMIN DU ROCHER (4) - JET BLACK (10) - JALISCO (8) - JAROD MADRIK (3) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C4 - PRIX DE L'HIPPODROME DE VILLEDIEU - 2725m (a1 11/16m) - 

Autostart - Class F - Harness - EUR € 17.500  

 
1. JIAKIE DU BRAY - Has yet to win but is in good form and was ahead of males recently. She 
should contest the finish 

2. JAVA D'ALEXIANE - Showed improvement when fifth last time out and has at least won a 
race. Could be the surprise package of the race 

3. JELLY JAMM - Has yet to win a race after 15 starts and her last two starts were moderate. 
Capable of doing better and could play a minor role at best 

4. JOZEFINA - Disappointing of late with four disqualifications in last five starts but is quite 
capable of winning 

5. JIPSY D'HERMERAIE - Has lost her way since winning at this course in February and was 
disqualified in a claimer last time out 

6. JULIA VIVA - She remains barefoot. Threatening to win a race and has been runner-up over 
this track and trip. Has a winning chance 

7. JALISKA - Showed some improvement when sixth last time out. Ran a few fair races at 
Vincennes last year and could pop up in a place 

8. JAVA LA RAVELLE - Remains barefoot. Much improved last run when fourth but is struggling 
to win a race. Might play a minor role 

9. JELINA KEY - Did not show much when barefoot on debut and disqualified. Capable of 
improvement but others are preferred 

10. JACKIE PAULOIS - Very disappointing last two starts but had run well in two races before 
that and has a winning chance 

11. JONCTION HAUFOR - Disqualified in four of six starts but did run very well in the other two 
starts. Clearly not one to trust but can win this race 

12. JACINTHE DU RIB - Disqualified on her debut earlier in the year and is best watched until 
improvement is shown 

13. JOLIE GUERCHAISE - Probably needed the last run when seventh. Remains barefoot and 
can improve and possibly earn some money 

14. JORENZA - Remains barefoot. Unreliable and has a problem with disqualifications but is 
capable of earning some money 

Summary : JULIA VIVA (6) has been runner-up at this course and is threatening to win a race 
and gets the vote to score but there are many dangers. JONCTION HAUFOR (11) is very 
unreliable but is capable of winning if in the mood. JACKIE PAULOIS (10) could be better than 
the last two runs suggests and deserves respect. JOZEFINA (4) remains barefoot and can put 
some recent disqualifications behind her with a nice run here. 

SELECTIONS 

JULIA VIVA (6) - JONCTION HAUFOR (11) - JACKIE PAULOIS (10) - JOZEFINA (4) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C5 - PRIX DE L'HIPPODROME DE BOURIGNY - 2725m (a1 11/16m) - 

Apprentices-Conditional-Jockeys-Autostart - Class E - Harness - EUR € 

21.000  

 
1. HAZILYS - In good form and did well when runner-up last time out. Has won with this shoeing 
arrangement so deserves respect 

2. HURRICANE DREAM - Remains barefoot. Consistent of late and has won at this track before. 
Deserves a winning turn 

3. HIGH CHAPARAL - Has completely lost his way of late with three disqualifications in last four 
starts but is capable of much better. Best watched thsi time 

4. HUKITA - Remains barefoot. Unreliable of late but has won at this course and should fight out 
the finish 

5. HOMEMADE QUICK - Talented but unreliable. Good winner of penultimate start but has been 
disqualified in three of last four starts. Can upset 

6. HALMA VICI - Remains barefoot. Showed improvement when sixth last time out. Struggled in 
other two runs this year and others are preferred 

7. HULTIMA - Showed some improvement when sixth last time out but was disqualified in three 
previous starts and others are preferred 

8. HERA D'ESPACE - Remains barefoot. In good form and only found one better last time out. 
Can contest the finish again 

9. HELSINKI - Remains barefoot but is coming off two disqualifications. On a long losing streak 
but is always capable of running a place 

10. HALL BLACK MESS - Well tried this year and has not added to win tally. Needs to find a few 
lengths to win this race 

11. HEROINE DARCHE - Well tried and has been unreliable since his win in March but is 
capable of earning some money 

12. HEGEMONICO - On a very long losing streak and has been mostly moderate of late. Others 
are preferred this time 

Summary : HEGEMONICO (12) has won at this course before and comes here in good form so 
has an obvious winning chance. HUKITA (4) has also won at this track before but is unreliable but 
can win. HAZILYS (1) is in good form and has won with this current shoeing arrangement so is 
not out of it. HERA D'ESPACE (8) only found one better last time out and should be right there at 
the finish once again. 

SELECTIONS 

HURRICANE DREAM (2) - HUKITA (4) - HAZILYS (1) - HERA D'ESPACE (8) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C6 - PRIX DE L'HIPPODROME D'AVRANCHES - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - Class 

E - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. KENJY LUCAXELO - Disqualified on debut at this course but did do better when seventh last 
time out. Needs to do more than that to win this race 

2. KADIR D'OR - Fair fourth in penultimate start but has struggled in her other runs this year and 
others are preferred 

3. KANSAS STYLE - Showed some promise on debut when fourth and did better when runner-
up last time out. Has a winning chance 

4. KING TEJY - Unreliable but did run well when runner-up last time out and also showed 
promise on debut at this track. Consider 

5. KID BLACK - Showed improvement when third in latest start and could have more to come. 
Has a winning chance 

6. KAKINANI - Disqualified on debut but he put that behind him with an easy win next time out. 
Deserves the utmost respect 

7. KINGSTON DU BOURG - Won nicely on debut but fluffed his lines in second start when 
disqualified. Capable of bouncing back to score 

8. KAISER - Easy winner on his debut over this course and distance last month. Can follow up in 
this line-up 

9. KENINO DE CHENOU - Good debut win over the shorter distance and was only modest when 
stepped up in distance in second start. Others are preferred 

10. KEPI DES MONTS - Has lost his way with a last-start disqualification. Unreliable before that 
but is capable of earning some minor money 

11. KNOK - Has lost his way with two moderate efforts in 2023. Did better last year but is 
probably best watched this time 

Summary : KAISER (8) was an easy winner over this course and distance on debut and can 
double up. KID BLACK (5) seemed to improve when third last time out and can do even better 
this time. KAKINANI (6) put his debut disqualification well behind when winning last time out and 
deserves the utmost respect in this line-up. KING TEJY (4) could be improving and only found 
one better last time out. He has also run well at this track so can be considered a possible winner. 

SELECTIONS 

KAISER (8) - KID BLACK (5) - KAKINANI (6) - KING TEJY (4) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C7 - PRIX DE L'HIPPODROME D'AGON-COUTAINVILLE - 2700m (a1 

11/16m) - Class E - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. KALI DU PONT - Disqualified in her debut last month. Likely to be smarter this time but is best 
watched for now 

2. KASSIOPEE - Disqualified on debut and was well beaten in her second start. Needs major 
improvement to win this race 

3. KOCAINE D'ERI - Disqualified in three of four starts to date including at this course. Best 
watched until major improvement is shown 

4. KYA D'ERABLE - Modest seventh at this track and trip on debut. Likely to improve but others 
are preferred this time 

5. KAIRA DU DAMIER - Fair first two runs so far. This looks tougher opposition but deserves 
respect for those runs and could finish in the money 

6. KELLE ILE LILA - Only modest in first four runs but did better when runner-up at this course 
last time out and has a winning chance 

7. KRIKETTE DE ROCHE - Disappointing before and after finishing runner-up in April. Probably 
best watched this time 

8. KUEEN - Easy debut winner last month and she can follow up with another victory over slightly 
further this time 

9. KULTA - Disappointing last two runs but has run in better fields than some and can contest the 
finish 

10. KELOMA DREAM - Showed improvement when winning latest start but probably liked that 
shorter distance and this is a tougher task 

11. KISS ME JIVE - Put in her best performance to date when runner-up last time out. Needs to 
confirm that run but might place 

12. KEADYE CASH DU DAN - Has run well at this course twice in three starts and looks likely to 
fight out the finish once again 

Summary : KUEEN (8) won well on her debut and would not be much of a surprise where she to 
follow up and win this as well. KULTA (9) has run some better fields than this so can do well in a 
race like this and deserves respect. KEADYE CASH DU DAN (12) is proven at this course and 
contest the finish once again. KELLE ILE LILA (6) showed improvement at this course last time 
out and could be worth considering. 

SELECTIONS 

KUEEN (8) - KULTA (9) - KEADYE CASH DU DAN (12) - KELLE ILE LILA (6) 



          THURSDAY, 01/06/23 

C8 - PRIX DE L'HIPPODROME DE BREHAL - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - Class F - 

Mounted - EUR € 17.500  

 
1. JET SOYER - Has not shown much in his seven starts so far including a Mounted race. Best watched until 
improvement is shown 

2. JACOB DE VILLODON - Fair sixth on debut at Vincennes but has been disqualified twice since then and others are 
preferred 

3. JESSIE DE MAEL - Has improved with each Mounted race run but needs to find a few lengths to win this race 

4. JOSHUA PEJI - Remains barefoot. Clearly unreliable is also quite capable of winning this race if at his best 

5. JUBIEDARCHE - Disqualified in last two starts and has not done much in Mounted races so far. Others are preferred 

6. JANAE D'ECHAL - Has improved this year since trying Mounted races and was not disgraced when runner-up in April. 
Has a place chance 

7. JUNON TWIN - Very unreliable and has been disqualified in both starts this year. Tries a Mounted race and can 
improve 

8. JOYEUX STARTER - Disqualified in two of last three starts but did run well in penultimate start when runner-up and 
barefoot and is barefoot again 

9. JUN LING - Remains barefoot. Probably needed the only run of the year when sixth. |Fitter now and could finish in the 
money 

10. JACKSON KILY - Has yet to taste winning success and is coming off a last start disqualification but is capable of 
playing a minor role 

11. JUPITER CAPTAIN - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last run at Vincennes but is clearly capable of better and has a 
winning chance 

12. JOBEL LA RAVELLE - Improving and was not disgraced when third in latest start. Barefoot for the very first time and 
could go close 

13. JUST IMAGINE - Unreliable and has been in poor form of late. Does better in Mounted races and could sneak a minor 
place 

14. JOLIE MOME CHIC - Has yet to win after 17 attempts. Showed improvement when fifth last time out but needs to do 
more to win this race 

15. JOIE DE LESPI - In good form of late with two runner-up runs when barefoot and remains barefoot so can contest the 
finish once again 

16. JURITI - Recent runs are worth ignoring. Ran fourth in only Mountes race and could earn some more money 

Summary : JOSHUA PEJI (4) is unreliable but has a winning chance in a very open-looking race. It is probably worth 
ignoring the last run of JUPITER CAPTAIN (11) and he is capable of bouncing back to win. JOBEL LA RAVELLE (12) is 
barefoot for the very first time out and showed improvement when third last time out so is a danger. JOYEUX STARTER 
(8) can win if repeating the penultimate run but has a disqualification problem. 

SELECTIONS 

JOSHUA PEJI (4) - JUPITER CAPTAIN (11) - JOBEL LA RAVELLE (12) - JOYEUX 

STARTER (8) 

 


